Abstract-According to the propagation and destruction characteristics of mobile phone viruses, a virus detection model based on the Danger Theory is proposed. This model includes four phases: danger capture, antigen presentation, antibody generation and antibody distribution. In this model, local knowledge of mobile phones is exploited by the agents that are running in mobile phones to discover danger caused by viruses. The Antigen Presenting Cells (APCs) present the antigen from mobile phones in the danger zone, and the Decision Center confirms the infection of viruses. After the antibody is generated by self-tolerating using the negative selection algorithm, the Decision Center distributes the antibody to mobile phones. Due to the distributed and cooperative mechanism of artificial immune system, the proposed model lowers the storage and computing consumption of mobile phones. The simulation results show that based on the mobile phone virus detection model, the proposed virus immunization strategy can effectively inhibit the propagation of mobile phone viruses.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the appearance and development of intelligent operating system, mobile phones are getting smarter and more functional. People use mobile phones for many purposes, such as telephoning, messaging, web browsing, social networking and online paying. With the rapid growth of mobile phone users, personal information has made mobile phone a more attractive target for virus.
In June 2004, computer scientists released a proof-ofconcept mobile virus named Cabir, used Bluetooth to send itself over the airwaves to unsuspecting victims who thought they had received a security program and proceeded to infect themselves upon installation [1] . In August 2010, the first malicious program for smartphones running the Google's Android operating system named Trojan-SMS.AndroidOS.FakePlayer.a has been detected [2] . By April 2012, according to Kaspersky virus database, there are more than 5000 mobile phone viruses.
In order to detect mobile phone viruses, based on static signature detection technique security software companies develop anti-virus software for mobile phones running the mainstream operating systems, such as Symbian, Android, Windows Mobile and IOS. Static signature based detection method is inappropriate for resource limited (e.g., CPU, memory and battery power) mobile phones, because it requires a new signature for every single virus variant. And with the total number of viruses rising sharply, the virus signature database gets bigger and bigger which will cost more resources. Besides, there is a time delay from virus appearance to signature upgrading, which may lead to virus explosion.
In this paper a mobile phone virus detection model based on the Danger Theory is proposed. Learning from the parallel and distributed characteristics of Artificial Immune System (AIS), this model is more appropriate for resource limited mobile phones. Based on local behavior danger analysis, real-time antibody generation and distribution, this model can react to virus faster and inhibit the epidemic of virus more effectively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review the related background in Section II. Section III presents the model architecture and detailed design. The immunization strategy for mobile phone virus is introduced in Section IV. We evaluate the application of the proposed model in virus inhibition based on mobile phone virus propagation simulation experiments in Section V and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Mobile Phone Virus Detection Techniques
There are two main approaches to detect virus, static detection and dynamic detection. Static detection includes numerous methods such as decompilation, signature matching and system call analysis, and these methods are taken while the target virus is not being executed. Dynamic detection means run the virus in a controllable and recoverable environment (e.g., virtual machine or sandbox), monitor and analyze its behavior, such as file Ref. [3] proposed an Android application sandbox system for suspicious software detection, which is able to perform both static and dynamic analysis on Android programs.
Kim proposed a power-aware malware detection framework that monitors, detects and analyzes previously unknown energy-depletion threats, and achieved a 99% true positive rate in classifying mobile malware [4] .
Recently, the research on mobile phone virus detection has become a hotspot in security field, as many kinds of mobile phone detection models are proposed [5] [6] [7] .
B. Propagation Ways of Mobile Phone Viruses
The propagation of mobile phone virus is mainly aided by two communication protocols. First, a Bluetooth virus can infect all Bluetooth-activated phones within a distance from 10 to 30 meters, similar to Severe Acute Respiratory Syndromes (SARS) and other contact-based diseases. Second, a SMS/MMS virus can send the virus link or a copy of itself to all mobile phones whose numbers are found in the infected phone's phone book [8] .
Besides, E-mail, Internet downloading and USB connection are also common propagation ways of mobile phone virus. Recently appeared viruses have combined multiple propagation ways to reach large-scale spread.
The experiments in Section V focus on the SMS/MMS network which is a typical kind of complex network that reflects the social relationship of mobile phone users. Figure 1 shows a SMS/MMS network of 50 mobile phones based on Barabási-Albert (BA) model. The BA model is an algorithm for generating random scale-free networks using a preferential attachment mechanism [9] .
C. The Danger Theory
In 1994, Matzinger [10, 11] proposed the Danger Theory, which changed the classic self/non-self viewpoint. The Danger Theory added another layer of cells and signals, proposing that Antigen Presenting Cells (APCs) are activated by danger signals from injured cells. In viewpoint of Danger Theory, the immune system's primary driving force is the need to detect and protect against danger, so it does not respond to non-self but to danger. In this theory, danger is measured by damage to cells indicated by distress signals that are sent out when cells die an unnatural death [12] .
The Danger Theory can be used for intrusion detection [13] and security evaluation [14] . In this paper, the Danger Theory is introduced to virus detection. The self files in computers or phones are not static but changing all the time, so detecting virus through the Danger Theory is more appropriate than traditional self/non-self theory. Figure 2 depicts an immune response according to the Danger Theory [12] .
The damaged cell sends out a danger signal indicating that it has been attacked, while in the neighborhood APCs present antigens to lymphocytes. A danger zone is established around the damaged cell, defining the immune response range. The B cells generate antibodies that match antigens within the danger zone will be stimulated and undergo the clonal proliferation process. Those that do not match antigens or are outside of danger zone do not get stimulated.
III. MODEL INTRODUCTION
According to the distribution and resource limitation characteristics of mobile phones, in order to inhibit the propagation of virus, a mobile phone virus detection model (MPVDM) based on the Danger Theory is proposed. This model is shown as Figure 3 .
The model contains three parts: mobile phones, the Decision Center and database including the Antibody Bank and the Self Set.
Mobile phones are installed with agents, which collect and analyze local information, communicate with Decision Center, receive antibodies and protect mobile phones from viruses.
The Decision Center is a high-performance server, which manages the whole mobile phone network. It is responsible for processing the danger signal, building danger zone, receiving antigens, generating and distributing antibodies.
The Antibody Bank stores all the signatures that are utilized for detecting and removing mobile phone viruses, and newly generated antibodies will be added to this bank.
It can reduce the time delay of generating antibody for already detected virus.
The Self Set is a database which stores the self or normal signatures of mobile phones. This set is used to tolerate immature lymphocytes which generate antibodies using negative selection algorithm.
The elements of the Danger Theory are mapped to MPVDM shown as Table I. The proposed model MPVDM includes four phases which are introduced in detail in the following sections.
A. Danger capture
Once a mobile phone is infected by a virus, there will be some abnormal behaviors, which indicate that the mobile phone is in danger. Because users' operations have influence on the danger signatures listed bellow, as the mobile phones are in standby state most of the time, we only extract and evaluate danger signatures of mobile phones when they are in standby state. These danger signatures include:
(1) DS1: Depletion of battery power As the battery power of mobile phone is limited, by monitoring the system power state, energy greedy viruses can be detected. DS1 is defined as follows. we believe that DSi is abnormal which means the mobile phone is in danger, in that case the agent in the mobile phone will send a danger signal to the Decision Center.
B. Antigen presentation
When the Decision Center receives a danger signal, it will build a two-dimensioned danger zone both for SMS/MMS and Bluetooth, centered with the mobile phone which sends out the danger signal. The first dimension is measured by hop (suitable for SMS/MMS viruses), and the second dimension is measured by physical distance (suitable for Bluetooth viruses). The radius of danger zone is related to danger degree calculated as follows.
i ω is the weight of each DSi.
The radius Rd of the danger zone is proportional to D_degree. Function round() means get the nearest integer. α and β are system variables that can adjust Rd to appropriate range according to the security level of the target mobile phone network. After the danger zone is built, the Decision Center sends antigen presentation command to all mobile phones that are located in the danger zone. The agents running in mobile phones collect local system information that is useful in preventing virus intrusion and removing virus. We focus on five kinds of system information, including SMS/MMS, Bluetooth, internet connection, local file operation and process creation. Encode these kinds of information to receptors, which are the basic units of antigen/antibody. Mainstream encoding methods include binary encoding and real-value encoding. In this model we use real-value encoding method, that every kind of system information is encoded to a real number. Each antigen/antibody has five receptors, shown as follows.
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C. Antibody generation
The Decision Center is responsible for analyzing antigens and generating antibodies of the virus.
Based on traditional self/non-self discrimination [15] , to avoid autoimmunization, antibody is generated by tolerating the Self Set using negative selection algorithm. The Self Set consists of self elements which present normal signatures of the mobile phones.
The distance between antigen 
The matching of antigen and antibody is shown as Figure 4 .
Each antibody has a detection range with the radius Dr.
If ( , )
Dis Ag Ab Dr < , the antibody Ab can be used to detect antigen Ag. After the antibody is generated, it will be added to Antibody Bank. For resource limited mobile phones, they only need to store antibodies matching with popular viruses.
D. Antibody Distribution
The antibody has two functions. First, self-defending, for a healthy mobile phone, antibody can protect the mobile phone from infected by corresponding virus, and that is the concept of vaccine. Second, self-cleaning, for a mobile phone that has already been infected by a virus, the antibody can be utilized for removing the virus.
The Decision Center is responsible for distributing antibodies to mobile phones. Both Internet and SMS can be used as distribution ways. Agent running in mobile phone receives the antibody, loads it and takes effect.
The distribution targets can be mobile phones that are in danger zone both infected ones and susceptible ones. In order to inhibit the propagation of virus more effectively, the key nodes of the network will also receive the antibody. For the SMS/MMS network shown in Figure 1 , users with more contacts are the key nodes which have more degree. For Bluetooth network, key nodes are the users that activate Bluetooth with longer time and move more frequently.
IV. IMMUNIZATION STRATEGY FOR VIRUS
Based on Progressive Susceptible Infectious Detected Removed (PSIDR) model [16] , the immunization strategy for mobile phone virus is proposed.
In the PSIDR model mobile phones are assumed to be in one of the following four states.
Susceptible (S) -vulnerable to virus.
Infectious (I) -infected and actively spreading virus.
Detected (D) -virus has been detected and prevent from spreading.
Removed (R) -immunity from the virus, or cleaned up after a virus infection.
According to whether the antibody is available in the Decision Center, the PSIDR model has two phases shown as Figure 5 (a) and Figure 5 (b).
After a new virus start to spread, MPVDM needs some time to generate antibody, so time delay π is introduced. Antibody Bank is a way to reduce π for known viruses that have been detected before but appear again.
Before the antibody is available ( t π < ), the virus propagates and infects susceptible mobile phones(S I, virus spreading rate is β). After the antibody is available ( t π > ), the virus is still spreading, meanwhile the antibody is distributed and mobile phones are immunized or cleaned up. By matching the receptors of SMS/MMS, Bluetooth and Internet, antibody can both protect healthy mobile phones from being infected by a virus (S R, antibody distribution rate is μ) and detect the virus in infected mobile phones (I D, antibody distribution rate is μ).
For an infected mobile phone that has been detected, by killing the abnormal processes and deleting virus files, the virus can be removed (D R, virus cleanup rate is γ).
V. EXPERIMENTS
Based on the BA model, a SMS/MMS network with 4000 mobile phones is built using Matlab. Three important attributes of this network are Average Path Length (4.707), Clustering Coefficient (0.007) and Average Degree (3.992).
(1) The virus propagates with no anti-virus measure. Choose a mobile phone randomly and infect it with a virus. Set
, total time T=20, Figure 6 shows the simulation result.
The virus spreads slowly in the beginning, around time=6 the virus explodes, and finally all the mobile phones are infected when time=18.
(2) The virus propagates freely in time π, and then the antibody is injected to the network. Assuming that the mobile phone which primarily infected by the virus sends out a danger signal and receives the antibody first. The antibody also spreads in the network, curing and immunizing the mobile phones. Set Strategy 1: Antibody is distributed only to the mobile phones in danger zone with the radius of Rd=2.
Strategy 2: Antibody is distributed to both the mobile phones in danger zone and the one with high degree (choose the top 0.1%). 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A model MPVDM based on the concept of the Danger Theory is proposed in this paper to resolve the problem of detecting virus in resource limited mobile phones. Adapting the attributes of AIS including dynamic, highly parallel, distribution, adaptive and memorizing, this model provides a way to detect and response to mobile phone virus more effectively and faster. Based on the spreading and damaging characteristics of virus, danger signal is generated and sent out by infected mobile phones. After antigen is collected, the Decision Center generates corresponding antibody based on traditional self/non-self algorithm. As response to virus, antibody is distributed to mobile phones that are in danger zone and the one playing an important role in virus epidemic. Experiment results show that the virus immunization strategy of the proposed model can effectively inhibits the propagation of mobile phone virus.
The security problems of information systems (computers, mobile phones, et al.) are very similar to biological immune system, as they all need to distinguish between self and non-self. As an exploration, this paper gives an idea of using AIS in mobile phone virus detection and response, which can increase the virus response efficiency.
